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DARKOMETRO RELEASE DEBUT SINGLE “NEVER BEEN” AND VIDEO
VIA INDICA RECORDS & UNIVERSAL MUSIC CANADA

STREAM HERE | WATCH HERE

Download single artwork HERE

(April 8, 2022) - Award-winning singer-songwriters and producers Maia Davies (Ladies of the Canyon)
and Patrick Krief (formerly of The Dears) release their collaborative debut as Darkometro, recalling the
neo classicism of Weyes Blood, David Bowie’s atmospheric grandeur, and the acute euphoria of
glam-punk sirens Donna Summer and Blondie. First single “Never Been” is available now along with its
video, in which Davies’ honeyed vocals and Krief’s blustery production project a vision of a younger self
clouded in the romantic fog of teenage exoticism.

Stream “Never Been” HERE | Watch HERE

“‘Never Been’ is a place created where wild love feels safe. This naively beautiful aspiration I carry
around, that just a touch or a look to someone can electrically forge all the highs of love. It’s a moment
I’ve lived but never maintained. So in this song my fantasy comes to life, somewhere to drink too much
wine with someone, party and kiss and have it never end.” –Maia Davies

“The sounds of ‘Never Been’ were created as if scoring a movie, one of a murky night, of low visibility,
with high lush vocals calling through it. I wanted the bass to feel wooly and warm like a blanket over the
whole thing. Summoning Bowie's cacophony on ‘Heroes’, I layered guitars and synths forever, til they
grungily and joyfully become one thing.” –Patrick Krief

It’s been said that tragedy plus time equals comedy. In the case of Darkometro, that equation ends not
with humour, but blissful indie pop. The musical entanglement of the long-time friends is decades in the
making yet arrives as instantly timeless. Forged of commiserate heartbreak, misery and more than a fair
share of depravity, their music reflects an era of naivete and excess told through the looking glass of
maturity, revealing a sonic tempest in an effervescently melodic teapot.

https://darkometro.lnk.tt/NeverBeenPR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCJgn8ouPQk
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wtqbqpagnkjnmii/Never%20Been%20Artwork.tiff?dl=0
https://darkometro.lnk.tt/NeverBeenPR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCJgn8ouPQk


With the pair settled down in Montreal and Los Angeles respectively, Darkometro is a perfect moniker for
its ability to capture the humour in life’s darkest days and the wisdom born from those life-defining
mistakes. More information will be released when available.

Download press photo HERE
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